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MySpace/OurPlanet: Change Is Possible
**Synopsis**

You can change the world. Here's how. Our climate is changing and human actions are the cause. Maybe you don't know why, or what to do about it. We do. In fact, we wrote a book about it (this book, the one in your hands). We'll harness your green intentions and push you beyond turning off the AC every once in a while. It's all in here: how to keep the planet healthy facts and info on real-life stories suggestions and challenges eco-tips from MySpace users around the globe. Everybody who submitted a tip got their username in this book, btw. Each of us has the power to make a difference — open this book, arm yourself with knowledge, and start now. (Seriously. What are you waiting for?) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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**Customer Reviews**

With "Going Green" being the new catchphrase, it's no surprise there are a bunch of titles centered on teens and the next generation who will inherit this planet. The pithy slogan that is a great catch to draw teen and adult readers alike is this - "You can change the planet. Here's how." True to this phrase, the book is a how-to guide for teens to not only save energy, recycle, and be informed buyers of locally made products, but also teaches the readers how to be educators on all things "Green." One other interesting aspect of this book is its authors - teens and contributors from the social networking site, MySpace. Anyone and everyone who submitted suggestions and tips to the "Our Planet" member page, was quoted and cited within the pages of this book! What a great idea to get teens involved in planning for the future care of this planet and environment. Reviewed by:
Erikka Adams, aka "The Bookbinder"

i am not finished with it but i am absolutely enjoying it! i am sharing it with my friends and family so they are informed on how/and what you can do to help save and respect the planet. it has great things in here that are very useful and each page is interesting and decorative and creative so it makes you want to read and learn. it is in mostly green and purple--my fav colors! i think any reader will truly enjoy this and help our plant.

Thanks to you and the price I was able to get this book in time for my daughter ecology class. Thank you so much. The book was in great shape. And you sent it so fast. Thank again.

Not the most in-depth guide to helping reduce our footprint, but considering it’s written for (and partially by) teens, it’s not bad. Lots of good tips and info.
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